
Date Available

29th May 2023

Inspections

Inspections are by
appointment only

When Size Really Matters!

Located in the heart of the city within walking distance to all

amenities you will discover this spacious property. This

established home captures the gorgeous skyline views, rooftops of

the city and the Tamar River. 

Spacious and large is definitely not an understatement when it comes to you viewing this home.

Features & Benefits; 

- Walk-in pantry

- Beautiful parquetry floors in the kitchen and in one of the living areas.

- An abundance of Natural sunlight

- Electric heating and a heat pump

- Regular gardener maintenance included

- Water usage included

- NBN connected

Property Layout & Yard Features;

- Three bedrooms (Master featuring a well-designed walk in wardobe and ensuite)

- Country feel galley kitchen which flows onto a sunlight filled dining area.

- The kitchen and one of the living areas flows out onto the timber deck which wraps around the

back of the house

- Professional study with ample amounts of book space with a built in large desk

- Several possible formal or informal living areas perfect for the entertainer

- Beautiful large ballroom with polished floor boards with 3 double doors leading out into a small

garden courtyard.
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Property details continued from page 1:

... - Bathroom with separate shower and bath with a beautiful large stained feature glass window over the bath

- 3 toilets (one in the en suite and bathroom and then one separate)

- Spacious laundry 

Lease Details and Property Connections;

- $500 rent per week

- $2000 bond

- 12 months lease length preferred

- Pets are not suitable

- Metered Power

To arrange an inspection is very easy! To book a time to inspect the property, simply click on "book an inspection time" and select from the available times.

By registering, you will be informed of any updates, changes, or cancellations for your appointment.

Airconditioning

Air Conditioning

Area

Courtyard

Kitchen

Dishwasher

Security

Fully Fenced
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